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talking fishes
a new way of reading
for children 2+

board books

Traditional fairy tales with a completely new form: alphabetic text and pictograms together, to make easier reading for children in pre-school age, for foreign speaking children and for children with reading difficulties!

Available titles:

- Red Riding Hood
- Rapunzel
- Snow White
- Jack and the Magic Beanstalk
- Goldilocks and the Three Bears
- The Wolf and the Seven Little Goats
- The Three Little Pigs
- The Ugly Duckling
Features:

- Simple sentences
- Highly readable
- Special sfogliafacile™ (“easy-turning”) shape to help children turning the board pages
- PCS (Picture Communication Symbols) pictograms to help children reading
- Creamy background to avoid flashing and to give better readability
- High quality illustrations
- With these books children become independent readers before school age
- 32 pages board books
The true story of Manoel Francisco Dos Santos, aka Garrincha (“Sparrow”), one of the greatest Brazilian football players in history. Best known for his dribbling talent, he had several birth defects: his spine was deformed, his right leg bent outwards and his left leg was six centimeters shorter and curved inwards.
Parents often say “No” to their children in order to protect them. But saying “Yes” they allow new experiences and a better growing up as individuals. A picture book about children’s right to risk.

No. Snow.

Yes. Silence.
Isabella C. Felline, Roberta Angeletti

Differanimals

(Animali di versi)

picture book, age 6-9

30 x 20.5 cm
48 pages
inside: 4 colors

A colorful gallery of strange animals, making children think about the meaning and what really is “normal”.

A kind and vegetarian wolf...

An agile penguin dancer...
Isabella C. Felline, Roberta Angeletti
A Matter of Gears
(Questione di ingranaggi)
picture book, age 6-9

24.5 x 33.5 cm
42 pages + 1 acetate sheet
inside: 4 colors

In social relationships, as well as in the engines, sometimes the matter is finding the right gear... Three stories dealing with subtle humour love, friendship and loneliness by means of captivating machinery pictures, illustrated by Roberta Angeletti on the basis of her 6 years old son’s drawings (as shown with an acetate sheet binded inside the book).
Everybody go crazy: they run, run, run to give their presents to people they love: but what's the use to love somebody if you have no time to spend with him or her?
Mirco Zilio, Giacomo Agnello Modica

No Right Foot

(A piede libero)

picture book, age 6-9

21 x 28 cm
36 pages
inside: 4 colors

It could happen that a Left Foot is no longer in harmony with a Right Foot and decide to leave it and travel the world alone, looking for other left feet. Is it wrong? Is there a wrong foot and a right foot, or just two different feet?
Monica Taini

The battery operated girl

(La bambina che andava a pile)

picture book, age 6-9

21 x 28 cm
36 pages
inside: 3 colors

A sharp, cute and poetic album that tells with plane but emotional words what does it means to born, grow up and walk through life with deafness.